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As Wild Jet stream / Mini-Ice-Age warnings & predictions are confirmed Warmists go Goebells-esque

‘Climate change link to storms’ is Delusional,
Dame Julia Slingo is a charlatan
 WeatherAction challenges
Dame Slingo and Met Office
to ‘put-up or shut-up’ debate
The carefully orchestrated fanfare that “(Man-made)
Climate Change is likely to be a factor in the extreme
weather that has hit much of the UK in recent months”
is opportunist delusional nonsense - assertion without
evidence or rational basis (1).
The key document (2) used by Dame Slingo is an
interesting, if one-sided, DESCRIPTION of weather
events over the last few months but contains not a
Porthcawl South Wales, 8 Feb in one of the storms LR predicted by WeatherAction
shred of evidence that changes in CO2 (by man or
nature) has had any observational affect on the recent weather or indeed European or world climate ever in the real world.
(1) http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-26084625 (2) http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/media/pdf/n/i/Recent_Storms_Briefing_Final_07023.pdf

The assumption by the publishers is that the public and politicians and journalists of limited diligence and logical powers will be
overwhelmed by the barrage of graphs and description which they will not read and simply accept the OPINIONS which do not in fact
follow from the report content. They might just as well have presented a telephone directory as evidence for their delusions.

1. There is NO EVIDENCE for CO2 Warmist claims
LAST YEAR Julia Slingo and various bishops of the CO2 warmist sect claimed the cold and snow of the UK was (likely)
caused by ‘(Man-made) Climate Change’/ Warming. THIS YEAR they say such warming is causing this mild and very wet
and stormy winter. This means they can and do assert anything they like AFTER the event (note their models expected a dry
winter). However one core problem is – the UN Climate Committee (the IPCC) admits there has been NO WARMING in
recent years – indeed there has been a ‘hiatus’ they say for
the last ~15 year (a drop in real honest, unfiddled data).

So: Warming which does not exist causes
anything they care to claim!

2. The Jet Stream is the arbiter of
extreme weather and real natural
climate change yet the CO2
theory cannot explain or predict
its recent wild behavior.
Paragraph 3 of Slingo’s key Weather description telephone
directory (link 2 above) says:
“The North Atlantic jet stream has also been unusually
strong; this can be linked to exceptional wind patterns in
the stratosphere with a very intense polar vortex.”

SO, What causes these patterns in the stratosphere & polar vortex? Answer NOT CO2, but Solar activity.
At the UN Climate Committee Report meeting at the Royal Society on 2/3 Oct 2013 it was explicitly reported by presenters
that the CO2 models could not explain the wild behavior of the jet stream. At which point Piers Corbyn pointed out it was a
direct consequence of changing solar activity (and lunar modulation) and generally predictable - so obviously nothing to do
with CO2. ‘Sudden’ winter warming of parts of the stratosphere are known to precede extra wild behavior of the Jet stream
and this winter Piers Corbyn specifically predicted such from solar activity and what happened since is weather and climate
history unfolding – nothing to do with CO2. His WeatherAction forecasts also predicted the extreme cold USA blasts of the
‘offset’ polar vortex and the all the main serious storm hits in Br-Ire N Atlantic since October.
See (3) http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WaNews14No05.pdf , (4) http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No03.pdf
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The warmists claim the absence of
(surface) warming is because their illusory
heat is leaking into the sea where it might
cause un-measurable ‘heating’ (what
deranged spin is this?!) of a few millidegrees. So for their claimed CO2
‘heating’ to affect the jet stream it must
leap out of the water by a process
unknown, warm the stratosphere and work
downwards to wave the jet stream and
give more storms! How then do
successfully predicted (by WeatherAction) associated solar events such as
Earth-facing coronal holes (5) which
change the ionosphere, cause aurora and
change the stratosphere and jet stream
come about at the same time? Is the solar corona driven by manmade CO2?! See (5) http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No36.pdf

3. ALL the alarmist claims of the CO2
warmists since 2010 have FAILED

 WeatherAction Challenges Dame Slingo
and the UK MetOffice to public debate to
justify their claims or withdraw them

The CO2 theory can predict nothing. Julia Slingo and
all who claim to predict through it are charlatans.

 Piers Corbyn & other Climate Realists
welcome invitations to speak on What
Does & doesn’t cause Climate Change,
long range forecasting & Where’s it going?
Contact 07958713320
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